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Happy New Year's Day, Villagers 

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 
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Sunday: Tales of the Trail. 7-8
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Ceci Browne - Marilyn Aronowitz - Jane Clinton - Meg Fawcett - Teddy Hathaway -
Barbara Macondray - Valerie Miller - Rayner Needleman - Cheryl Popp - Gerald Needleman -

Rosalie Wallace
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How Well Do You Know the Planets?
Take quiz.
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15+ Best Recipes to Make on New Year's Day
for a Lucky 2021
Because we could all use a little more luck this next year. 

Because fish swim forward, they're considered a lucky food and represent
progress. Not only that, but salmon travel in schools, which is supposed to
symbolize prosperity. In addition to luck, this fillet will help you start your New
Year's off healthier!
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TIME's Top 100 Photos of 2020
It was a long year made to feel longer by the shadows that lay across it, one
atop the next, and experienced as a miasma visible as atmosphere in so many
of the photographs that define it: The half-light of a temporary morgue. Of a city
street obscured by tear gas. Of a wildfire’s traveling dusk.
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In the first months of the pandemic, our curators set out to uncover stories of artists creating in
times of crisis. Our most read article featured this series of photographs documenting the
resilience of San Franciscans in the aftermath of the 1906 earthquake. At least fifty of Genthe’s
film negatives, regarded as one of the best photographic records of the event, are housed at the
Legion of Honor’s Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts.

Beware of COVID Fraud 
 

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Inspector
General is alerting the public about fraud schemes related to the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19). Scammers are using telemarketing calls, text
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messages, social media platforms, and door-to-door visits to perpetrate
COVID-19-related scams.

Fraudsters are offering COVID-19 tests, HHS grants, and Medicare prescription
cards in exchange for personal details, including Medicare
information. However, these services are unapproved and illegitimate.

A crewless boat is recreating the Mayflower's
400-year-old journey, with the help of artificial
intelligence
The Mayflower carried some of the first European settlers across the Atlantic
Ocean to North America, 400 years ago this year. 

To commemorate the anniversary, another vessel is recreating that voyage,
with the help of artificial intelligence. 
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For information about emergency
preparedness and COVID resources, visit the

recently updated Sausalito Village website.
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